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The
Prospects
of

Division

Presidents
fight hard
to conquer
perceptions

For boards,
dedication,
action beat
the system

By U SA JACKSON

By MICHELE SIMMONS

campus Life Editor

Associate Editor

What people expect of a
University president and
what they get is often two
totally different things.
A president must find a
comfortable midpoint between
being strong-willed and being
sensitive to his many publics.
Each has his own way of
finding this midpoint and his
own degree of living up to the
job's expectations.
"A president is a human
being and likes to be perceived
as a good person. It is a
tremendous responsibility a
University president has in
trying to keep everybody
satisfied. It is part of the
administrative handicaps,"
said Tom Hogancamp, a
... longtime University
_,. administrator and vice
president.
"No one human can do what
people think presidents of the
University should do. The
expectations (people have) are
unrealistic. A president can't
be everywhere, talk to
everyone and make decisions
to please everyone," said
Frank Julian, vice president
for student development.
Dr. Constantine Curris,
president of Murray State
from 1973 to 1983, said that
although he believes a
president has to be sensitive to

Commitment and
leadership - not structure are the keys to a successful
board of regents, according to
Harry Snyder, executive
director for the state Council
on Higher Education.
Kentucky's system of higher
education is an example of a
coordinating system, where
each state university has its
own board of regents.
However, with disputes
caused by what some see as
personal disputes, some people
have discussed a governance
system- a single state board
governing all the universities
-as a remedy for Kentucky's
university squabbles.
The major difference
between the two types of
boards is the amount of state
control, according to Joe
Fiala, project manager for a
state senate-commissioned
group that examined the
state's higher education
system last year.
Under the single board
system, the board oversees the
operation of higher education
in that state. It makes
personnel, budget and
program decisions for all the
public universities in that
state, according to Cathy Cole,
assistant to President Kala M.
Stroup and a former staff
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Board
Continued from Page 1
It is believed that Jim
Hammack, elected this week
as Faculty Regent, will tip the
vote in Stroup's favor, 6·4.
Beasley said Thursday that
he was still looking at dates
and "getting close" to
knowing which dates would be
best.
''I think there are some
people wondering what the
problem is, but unfortunately,
there are some people with
longstanding commitments
The Misadventures of Arlo

and these kinds of things that
we've had to work around,"
Beasley said. "I have no
indication that perhaps
somebody is dragging his feet,
it's just a matter of finding a
date open for all those
involved."
The most recent letter from
Cooke and Strohecker to
Beasley states: "Your failure
to call a special meeting
effectively defranchizes the
undersigned Board members
and other mem hers of the
Board as presently

constituted."
The letter closes by asking
Beasley to put the item of
Stroup's contract on the May
10 agenda if a special meeting
is not called or if the issue is
not fully settled at the special
meeting.
The issue of the May 10
meeting, however, has come
into question as well. While
Beasley has not cancelled or
moved that meeting date,
three Regents have said they
will not be able to attend a
meeting on that date. In

addition, administrators say
the University's annual .
budget which is usually the
main subject of the spring
meeting, will not be ready
until about the middle of the
month.
Cooke said the contract
issue needs to be settled, not
delayed.
"We need tocleartheair," he
sai~. "We need to .,get this ·
behmd us and go on.
While some Regents agree
that the stalemate over the

special meeting has further
polarized Board members,
they are hopeful that the
situation will be addressed
and the division will be
resolved.
However, Cooke said, "If we
don't get any cooperation from
them, then I don't think they
should be expecting any the
other way.
"I certainly hope for the
good of the school and. the
community that we will settle
this and go forward.'' he said.
By CLAY GILLIAM
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Museum nears completion
in time for May 24 opening
By JAMES ROBERSON
Staff Writer

Though the floors and walls
of the Boy Scout Museum are
still bare of museum artifacts
and the renovation of the
building continues, the
preview opening date is still
set for May 24.
According to Darwin
Kelsey , director of the
museum, much remains to be
done before the museum can
open. However, he aaid he
expects the museum staff to
have access to the building by
Thursday.
"Right now the museum is
still in the hands of the
construction company,"
Kelsey said.
This access will enable the
staff to begin assembling the
shipments of museum
artifacts soon to be shipped to
the museum. There are also
computers to program and 54
Norman Rockwell original
paintings to be hung as well.
Kelsey said the public will be
surprised at the modem uses
of technology the Boy Scouts
of America have incorporated
into their teaching methods.

"I think much of the public
has had a wrong idea about
scouting," Kelsey said.
However, the "Time
Tunnel" production to be
shown in the museum's
circular theater will show the
history of scouting to allow
visitors a chance to see how far
advanced scouting has
become, Kelsey said.
The preview exhibition
would be utilizing about 22,000
of the museum's 50,000 square
feet, according to Kelsey,
Included in the exhibits are
the "Founders Gallery," where
life-like animated characters
discuss the history of scouting
and the "A- M azing
Adventure," a maze
apparently intended to
challenge ones scouting skills.
Kelsey said the opening was
also planned to coincide with
the meeting of the Boy Scout's
national council in Louisville
which is to end the day before
the museum opening.
Kelsey, who has worked on
the museum aince 1983, said
he became interested in the
intellectual aspects of th e boy
scouts after the inception of
the museum, although he had
been personnally involved

with scouting years ago.
"My son was a cub scout, but
like most people I didn't have
any idea what their history
involved," Kelsey said.
Kelsey said he believes th e
reason anyone might not
support th e museum would be
because of their lack of
understanding of what
positive things the museum
could do for the image of
Murray and the University.
Kelsey said to the best of his
k nowledge community
support has been positive.
By the time the preview ends
in October, approximately
30,000 to 50,000 people are
expected to see the museum
exhibitions, Kelsey said. The
museum is expected to open to
full capacity next year.

Time to turn up
clocks again
Clocks will have to be turned
up one hour Sunday morning
as Americans lose an hour of
sleep with the beginning of
Daylight Savings Time.
Daylight Savings Time
begins at 2 a .m. Sunday and
lasts until October.

Loan recipients must schedule
exit interview if graduating
Students who have
received loans from the
National Direct Student
Loan or Nursing Student
Loan Program who are
graduating, departing, or
transferring from Murray
State who have not been
contacted by the Student
Financial Aid Office must

calltheofficetoschedulean
appointment for an exit
interview. .
The purpose of the
interview is to acquaint the
borrower with therepayment
plan, obligations, and
provisions provided by the
NDSL projTam.
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SGA conduct policy
merits Consideration

I

•

Establishing a conduct policy
that members of the Student
Government Association should be
expected to operate under is a
measure the Student Senate should
push through.
Most students would probably
not be surprised to find some SGA
senators or officers drinking a beer
at a fraternity party. That in itself
is nothing for great concern.
Perhaps it's a little much to expect
of any student to be a model citizen
all the time.
Nevertheless, voting students
have a right to expect results from
SGA. If the conduct of the student
leaders is being questioned it
makes the task of student
legislating harder because there is
a need to overcome a bad image as
· well as attempting to. solve
problems on campus.
Perhaps it is unfair to judge SGA
senators and officers differently

from other students. But these
people have taken the
responsibility of representing the
stu d ents. Perhaps p u blic
drunkeness is representative of
Murray State students. We don't
think so.
There is a matter of public image
to consider also. By the time a
person enters college he expects to
be treated with some respect as an
adult. Being able to handle
responsibility and showing selfcontrol are ways to earn the respect
of faculty, staff and community
members ·
We charge the office of student
development and t he new members
of SGA to form and implement a
policy on conduct. They should
have the power to judge for
themselves when the conduct of a
student leader will have a
detramental effect on the actions of
SGA.

FEEDBACR
Praised pageant
To the Editor:
This letter is in regard to the Miss
Murray State University pageant, in
which I was a judge. First of all, I
would like to compliment Miss Judy
Russell; she prepared and executed
Miss MSU with total organization , as
well as class.
Secondly, I have judged numerous
pageants including the Miss Kentucky
·USA pageant, and I must admit, the
girls who competed in the MSU
pageant could hold their own on the

state level and possibly even the
• national level.
Their poise, charm and beauty
shined brightly from the first category
in which they were judged to the final
moments in which the new Miss MSU
was crowned.
Finally, I want each of the
contestants to know that they are all
winners in my eyes. Their selfcoafidence and beauty is to be admired
Kris Chapman
Miss Kentucky USA, 1982
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Bitter memories.
To the Editor:
I am writingthislettet'in reference to
three things; the AprillO withholding
of student paychecks, the article
concerning this withholding in The
Murray State News (April 18) and
Stephen Duggan'sletter to the editor in
the same edition .
l was glad to see that I was not the
only student upset with the new
paycheck withholding policy.
The thing I was not glad to see is that
Jim Cofer does not have his facts
straight. I along with Stephen Duggan
did not receive a monthly bill or letter
notifying me that I bad a parking
ticket or deferred charges.

Contrary t<l what Cofer believes, I
was surprised to get a letter informing
me of outstanding charges I knew
nothing a bout 'instead of my paycheck.
The letter, which overstated the
amount due, included some deferred
charges and a parking ticket I never
knew I had received. According to the
Security Office, the ticket must have
blown off my car.
I am graduating this semsester with
two degrees and have fond memories of
my years here. I am only sorry my last
few memories are bitter ones.
Sam Thompson
Senior
Paducah

Voice of the students
To the Editor
As a past member of Student
Government Association, I am writing
in regard to the editorial "Results, not
publicity should be goals" {April 18).
Results have always been the top
priority of the Senate, publicity is
usually left to the media. But during
the past year, the coverage of the
Senate by The News has been
incomplete and biased, and the
coverage by MSU TV-11 has been
virtually nonexistent.
Thus the Senate was forced to
concentrate on publicity in order to
maintain student input and to correct
attitudes towards the Senate that we
felt were unjustifiably produced. I feel
that the problems associated with last
year's Senate were caused by the lack
of factual coverage by The News and
its anti·SGA commentaries which were
rich with criticism, but void of
solutions.
I think the problem deals with the
definition of "news." I agree that The
News has not "missed any landmark
action of SGA" because no landmarks
exist. The Senate will never cure
student apathy or build parking

garages. It merely tries to be the voice
of the students and make MSU a better
place for them.
Within the past month, the Senate
has been directly or indirectly
responsible for such things as passing
a resolution supporting Or. Stroup,
allowing residents to enter their own
dorms at any time without their MSU
IDs and the Stables accepting meal
tickets until 7 p.m. I don't know
whether The News is ignorant of these
actions or considers them too
uncontroversial to print.
It seems ironic that every newspaper
in this part of the state has reported
that the MSU Student Senate
unanimously passed a resolution
backing Or. Stroup on April 2, except
for our own campus newspaper, which
claims to be covering SGA sufficiently.
Senators don't care about credit or
front page headlines, but they think
that news affecting students, no
matter how "trivial," should be
reported .
The more obvious problem deals
with the editorials and commentaries.
If the actions of the Senate and the
issues it considered were accurately~

reported in the news section of the
paper, 1 would merely laugh at the
commentaries concerning SGA. But it
seems that The News feels it can cover
the Senate more efficiently by
discussing its activities in editorial!'!.
thus being free of the hurden of
complete, objective journalism
req'!ired in news articles.
The author of a commentary can be
one-sided, leave out information that
doesn't support his arguement and be
deliberately misinformed . It is when
these kind of commentaries are used as
subsitutes for accurate reporting that
problems arise. I feel the major
problem is that students are being
deceived because everyone is apt to
believe the only source of information
they choose to use.
A few of Lonnie Harp's editorials
suggested that the RHA and students
were against the change in visitation
hours sponsored by SGA, the Student
Regent voted for increased tuition, and
that Physical Plant employees should
put salt on the walks before a snowfall.
The average student can see the
stupidity of the latter, hut only an
informed student would know the RHA

never opposed SGA's visitation option
and all but one dorm voted to adopt it,
and that the Council on Higher
Education sets tuition, not the Board of
Regents.
These are only a few examples of the
way misconceptions of SGA are forced
upon students , who without
corresponding news articles to refer to,
believe commentaries written by
people ignorant of their subject.matter.
These misconceptions can only lead to
declining interest in SGA and to a
decline in the credibility of The News .
In closing, I feel that complete,
accurate coverage of the Senate in the
news section of the paper would benefit
SGA, The News and especially the
students. It would lead to greater
student input and provide an
intelligent reference to contrast
somewhat less than intelligent
editorials. Then the Senate would be
1
free to concentrate on the job it was
elected to do, which is to produce
results.
Mark Hughes

Senior
Frankfort
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Presidents----------continued from Page 2
what people expect, "You can't
meet all expectations because
the expectations are in
conflict.
" What people think is
secondary if you're successful
in achieving your objectives. I
think you have a
responsibility to promote the
University. I've never been
concerned about images. You
just can't worry about what
other people have done or
might think," Curris said.
" Dr. Currie always found a
way to do what he wanted to
do," Julian said.
Many people perceived
Currie as being strong-willed
and impatient, said Richard
Gray, a vice presiden t for
administrative services under
Currie. If things didn't go as
fast as Curris planned, he
would get involved himself
and would appear to be forcing
an issue, Gray said.
President Kala M. Stroup
said ehe thinks a president
cannot be overly concerned
with his image or the
perception of people who are
not in regular contact. "But
that doesn't mean I don't
care," she said.

'You can't meet
all expectations
because they are
in conflict'
"When I hear things that do
not match my own concept of
what the University is trying
to do, I make a specific attempt
to communicate. That's the
way to work things out, but
sometimes it's sim ply a matter
of disagreement," Stroup said.
She said about 25 percent of
her time is spent attending
events involving the various
constituent groups around the
campus. "I can't attend every
event, but I try to involve
myself as much as possible.
That takes time, but if you're
not there, that communicates
something too.
"Getting out allows me to
observe several things. I see
the conditions of morale of the
participating groups and how
they view the institution. That
helps me do a better job,"
Stroup said.
Dealing with outside
pressures and expectations

Thefts abound
as school ends
The Office of Public Safety
has reported a high amount of
thefts in the past two weeks,
which is a hazard a880ciated
with the end of each semester,
according to Joe Green, Public
Safety director.
"We have had five or six
reports in the last 10 days,"
Green said Tuesday. " It is
primarily stereo equipment in
cars that is being stolen. The
thieves are doing a lot of
damage to the cars, like
ripping out the dashboard and
breaking windows," Green
said.
The department has made
no arrests so far and has not
done anything different to try
and apprehend those
responsible. " We have a
limited number of officers on
patrol and they have been
made aware of the situation,"
Green said.

are not new to the presidency.
Dr. Ralph Woods, president of
Murray State for 23 years 1945 to 1968- also had "so
many publics to try to please,''
said Dr. Ray Mofield, a
professor ofjournalism/ radioTV and former executive
assistant to Woods.
Mofield said there is a
pressure for presidents to be
like their predecessors and to
make improvements,
although "I don't believe the
public expects them to be
identical to those before. When
you follow anyone into a
position there is certainly an
awareness (of what they did in
office)," he said.

'I don't expect
I conformed to
some people's
preferences'

said, and don't realize
universities have several
participants who make the
decisions.
Stroup and Currie said they
believe the ties between the
community of Murray and the
University have affected
people's expectations and the
way friey see the presidency.
The part that community
members played in founding
the institution contribute to
the closeness between the two,
Curris said. These strong ties
have an impact on people's
attitudes, he said.
Stroup said that the size of
Murray has played a role in
the way people view the
Univer sity president .
"Because of the size of the
community and the
University and the fact that it
used to be small and lese
complex, some people have
frozen in time the idea of what
the presiden t and t h e
University does.
"The fact is that thmgs a~
far more complex than they
used to be," she said.

He said there must have
been considerable pressure for
Dr . Har ry Sparks, wh o
followed Woods as president,
to live up to the image Woods
had. ''I imagine the things he
did in some degree were
shaped after what Dr. Woods I
had done."
"I couldn't do things like
Woods could and he couldn't
do things like I could,'' said
Sparks, presiden t from 1968 to
1973. "I don 't expect I
conformed to some people's
preferences. I tried to do what I
thought was proper. I tried to
live u p to my o w n
expectations,'' he said.
Sparks said that although
the advice of other people
sometimes does affect the way
a president makes decisions, it
is mostly left up to the
president to make his own
decisions.
''Every time you make a
decision you make friends and
enemies ," Julian said.
"Friends come and go but
enemies accumulate."
Stroup said she thinks
people h ave a w rong
conception that the University
president makes all th e
decisions. "Whatl do is protect
processes by defending what
various administrators and
groups have recommended.
Some people think all the
decisions are hers, Stroup
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Continued from Page 2
member at the Council offices
in Frankfort.
"The presidents of these
universities act more as
managers than decision
makers," she said.
In a multi-board system,
decision responsibilities are
shared between individual
boards of regents at each
university and a statewide
coordinating agency. The
statewide agency, in this state
the Council on Higher
Education, has planning and
· coordin ating responsibilities,
while personnel and budget
decisions are made at the local
level.
" I think it gives the
institutions more a utonomy,"
Cole said.
Twenty-six states have
multi-board systems, 22 have
a single board and two have no
statewide agency. But, Cole
added, each state's system is
unique and sometimes is
difficult to categorize.
Fiala said he believes there
are advantages to both
systems. "With a governing
system there is more
coordination between
institutions and better control
for future growth. However, a
local board gives individual
attention to the particular
needsofa university,"hesaid.

"It is commonly recognized admission qualifications for
that Kentucky is a public universities, defining
coordinating board state, but and approving degree
leans toward having a strong programs and requiring
state regulating agency," reports from the universities
Fiala said. "We kind of take a in order to publish an annual
compromise approach.''
report of academic and
Snyder said that the Council financial affairs of all the
of Higher Education doesn't institutions.
The Board of Reget"'ts is
have as much control as some
people think. "The only kind of responsible for the allocation
governance function that the of funds, granting diplomas
Council performs is reviewing a nd conferring degrees,
capital construction requests, appointing and removing the
such as the construction of a pr esident, faculty and
new industry and technology university em ployees and
exercising exclusive control of
building at Murray State.
"We have very little control employment, tenure and
,
over the state universities and salaries.
Cole said that she believes
we aren't looking for any," he
the recent concern over h igher
said.
education
accountability in
Another common belief is
that the Council makes Kentucky has brought the
decisions on
the subject of a state board to more
appropriations of state funds, people's attention . "Statewide
Snyder said. "The Council leaders are looking for the
makes recommendations on most efficient way to deliver
how much money should be education to the students.
app r op r iated to each Some people are calling for
university and presents them more unification to insure a
to the Governor a nd the stronger system, to share
General Assembly and they facilities between universities
decide where the money and to decrease duplication of
programs ."
should go."
However, Cole points out
According to a revised state that this idea has surfaced
statute the Counci l is many times throughout
responsible for such things as Kentucky's history beginning
researching Kentucky's in the 1940s. "It almost follows
higher education system to a 10-year cycle," she said.
determine overall needs,
Snyder said that he thinks
determining tuition levels and it's unlikely that Kentucky
will ever switch to a single
board system. "Kentucky has
matters that faculty are most a history of decentralization
concerned about to the and strong local control," he
said.
Board."
"Governance isn't the
Sawicki said that 270 of the sol uti on to any dilemma," said
367 eligible voted, making a President Kala M. Stroup.
73.5 percent voting turnout.
This percentage also includes
those voting for the senator-atlarge candidates.
The newly elected senators·
at-large are Marvin Mills, a
professor of safety and
engineering and health; AI
Hough, an associate professor
of English; and Doug Goings,
an associate professor ofoffice
and business administration.
Mills received the most votes
of the three.

Hammack-----continued from Page 1
from voting on matters
concerning personnel failed in
the state senate.
Hammack's biggest wins
occurred in the College of
Humanistic Studies, 36-6, and
the College of Science, 47-17.
Usher took the lead in the
College of Education, 28-16,
and administrators not
having definite college
affiliations, 5-2.
Hammack said of the
election, "I'm deeply grateful
for the support that I have
rt>ceived in this election. I will
attempt to represent faculty
views on issues as they cnme
before the Board and to bring
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Fountains return for graduation
By CATHY DAVENPORT
Staff Writer

j-

Despite verbal abuse from
students last fall, the
University fountains have
begun spouting-off again for
the close of this semester.
Wayne Harper, associate
grounds director, said he still
stands faithfully behind the
portable fountain system he
introduced with about $30,000
left over from early Currie
Center appropriations.
The fountain's appearance
really enhanced the I 985
Homecoming activities ,
Harper said, and he believes it
will have the same effect on
the graduation ceremonies.
"This kind of feature is
exciting , and it really

improves the atmospheYe of
the campus," Harper said.
It seems that Harper doesn't
take the ne&ative comments
directed toward his project too
seriously.
"People are people, and it's
just natural that they are
going to criticize something
that's different," Harper said.
"If everything remained at
status quo it could get really
boring, so I think it's good if it
(the fountain) stimulates any
kind of talk at all."
Harper also said the
fountain received many
compliments from people in
the community.
''I think the positives
outweigh the negatives by
far," be said.
Harper, who received a
degree in horticulture from
Murray State in 1970 and is a

candidate for a master's
degree in 1and scape
architectural structure from
Louisiana State University,
has been the University's
auociate grounds director for
almost two years.
The responsibilities of his
position include the areas of
landscape and grounds and
h ea vy
equi pment
construction.
"Basically, I'm responsible
for everything outside the
confines of the buildings,"
Harper said.
After graduating from
Murray, Harper received
experience working on the
construction of a country club
golf course in Memphis and as
a landscape designer and
construction superintendent
for a garden center in New
Orleans. ·
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Business is popping for Ellises
By DANNIE PRATHER
Editor In chief

Keeping a family buaineaa
in the family and in the
Calloway County area haa
been a goal of popcorn grower
and packager, Herman Ellis.
Ellie Popcorn is a threeplant operation in Murray
which ae11a ita product aU over
the nation as well u on a
small international market.
Eighty.five percent of the com
ia produced in weatern
Kentucky and Tenneeaee.
Two plants, inclucliq the
former Parker Popcom, are on
Poplar and Second atreete. A
receiving and atorap facility
ia on Wiaell Road.
The operation was founded
in 1947 by Ellia and his older
brother, Hotme., the mayor of
Murray. Herman's daqhter,
Ann ·Kelly Bolin, beaan work
at the plant after graduating
from college. She apenda most
of her time at the Wiaell Road
plant.
"I never really thought
about doing much el8t'."
Bolin , :\4, said . " It's
always been a
owned buaineea
I'm the only ehild "
Although F.JliF
il' reluctant to
cull himself t.
successful
buaine&Kman. he
considers his
operation n
challengt>

m
STUDENT ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
The Student Alumni
Aaaociation will have ite last
meetina of the semester
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in the
Miasiuippi Room of the Currie
Center.

be baa met well duriq his 39
years in the popcorn bulineae.
"Our slogan w 'aa good u
the beat,"' he eaid. "That's a
pretty bia statement.
"I do a great portion of the
aelling," EDia said. In his
almost 40 yean in the
buaineee he baa traveled
acrou the country and to
Canada aDd Maico.
••About 20 percent of our
total output ia exported," Ellia
said. He eaicl some Calloway
County popcorn may end upu
far away aa Japan.
"We're...tlytruckloid and
carload ahippen," heeaid. Hia
fleet of aeven tractor trailer
trucka hold about 26 tona of

earao

how

microwave popcom." Ellie
said he expect.a the induatry to

grow.

Another major portion of the
buaineaa comes from
organizationa who uae the
com packapd iD souvenir
cupe, aJD0D1 other thinp, to
reeellu fund raiaere.
In addition to contractins
local farmen for popcorn,
Ellie OWIUI 2,500 acrea of land
in Calloway County and
Puryear, Tenn. for hia own
com production.
Autumn ia harvMtinc time
which keeps all three plants

buy. From every farmer's
load a sample ia taken and
ll'aded for quality. This
determinea the price the
conaumer and the farmer will
receive.
After the initial cleaniq
and drying process ia
complete, samples of the corn
are DODPeCI to determine how
much iDoiature ia left in the
paiD. When the com ia free of
moisture it ia poliahed and
packaged.
Ellia' operation includea
many different ways of
packaaing. "It is sold
anywhere from aix ouncea
to tractor trailer
quantities," Bolin
said. "We pack corn
iD different labels
for dift'erent
people,••

Ellie said. A new buildiq ia
being conatructed at the
Poplar Street operation to
allow more apace for
specialized packalinf· "lt'a
quite an addition," Ellia said.
"Giai" wu the flnt label.
"Calloway County'• Beet"
wu ued, followed by the
"Blue Ribbon" label which
originated with Frank Ryan iD
the Parker Popcorn cpraiioJ!
during the ltMOa. Exported
com ia packaged UDder the
label "Super America."
Ellie and hie daqhter
believe the rapport they have
eatabliahed with farmers ia
very important.
''Thia buain881 ia not ouly
hia prof-.ion. but it'1 hie
fun,'' Bolin eaid of her father.
At 64, Ellie doeln't talk
about leaviDa the operation.
"You don't pt to retire iD the
popcom buinea.
a
challenae every day," he uict.
"It'• jut another bald tN1
to make a liviD&'.'" he eaicl.
"Yoa make a dollar and ..,..cl
a dQUar aDd a half.••

u·.

MSU CO-ED OF THE

Mr.
April
CO.ED DATA 8HZBT

WICkUFFE MOUNDS
Wickliffe Mounds will
aponaor an open house for all
faculty and staff and their
families May 2 from 4-8 p.m.

ADYERnSINQ CLUB
The MSU Advertising Club
placed fifth in the Levi's Blue
Shadow ad campaign contest
in Cincinnati, Ohio, April

_.

16-18.

Dave Wilham of Louisville,.
Bill Shelton of Evansville,
Janee Straton of Paducah,
and Marilyn Geatenveld of
Paducah pres ented the
campaign theme "The Blues
Never Felt So Good."
Other participanta in the ad
campaign were Todd
Harrison, Murray; Steve
Moore, Martin, Tenn.; Stu
Alexander, · Murray; Sharon
Neeley, St. Louis, Mo.; Aggie
Kramer, Owensboro; Beth
Dzengolewski, Marion, Dl.;
Darla Baxter, Graham; Cathy
Cole, Evansville, Ind.; Karen
Chiles, Hopkinsville; and
advisers Tom Chilikaa and
J oe Rigsby.

...

STARTS Fri. 4125
(1 :30, 3:15) 7:05. 8 p.m.

JUDCMftaiiOlD
MeG'II.LY
m

(1 :30, 3:10) 7:o5, 8:55

Tom ia a sophomore
majoring in commercial
art. He is modeHna a bright
orange tank top by Ocean
Pacific and colorful surfing
aborts by New Public
Worka. -

.....
........
Np.a

POLICE
ACADEMYm

BACK IN TRAINING
(PO)

1:30, 3:30) 7:05, 9:15 p.m.

BACK To The

RITUAE m

chMtnut at. 753--3314
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One
Day Only
Friday,
May2
.
Student
Appreciation
Sale

ALL
SUPPLIES

20°/o OFF
Hours :
8-5 p.m.
Limited to faculty,
staff and students
with validated I.D.'s

University Store

Discounts
good on
merchandise
in stock only:
No special orders
$1 minimum purchase
ALL SALES FINAL
CASH ONLY

Calculators, ,
art supplies, jerseys,
glassware, greeting
cards, jewelry,
posters, pens,
gift items,
notebooks, T-shirts,
shorts, jackets,
chi~dren's shirts, ·
umbrellas,
engineering supplies,
paperbacks,
Greek supplies,
ball caps and visors,
stationery.
Not included: Textbooks,

graduation gowns, candy,
cigarettes, class rings,
toiletries.
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Seniors to be honored
A-Superlor;B-Good;C-Feir;O-Mediocre;F- Poor

-Blues tunes wasted in movie
Take The Karate Kid and
put him in Charlie Daniels' hit
song "The Devil Went Down to
Georgia,"andyou'vegotMark
Coliner's release, Crossroa.d8
(rated R).
The film stars Ralph
Macchio, whose biggest movie
succesa was The Karate Kid.
He plays Eugene "Lightning
Boy"I Montane, a displaced
blues guitar player, stuck with
a less than understating
classical guitar professor at
the Julliard music
copservatory in New York
City.
Eugene's obsession of blues
music, in particular the final
unwritten song by a now dead
blues guitarist, leads him to a
Harlem nursing home to fmd
his hero's only living friend,
Willie "Blind Dog" Brown,
played' by Joe Senaca.
. From there the movie
follows the problems of the two
getting to Mississippi to find
the infamous crossroads and
Fulton's Point, a bar where

Willie played his harmonica
when he was about 17. By the
way, before playing at
Fulton's Point, Willie had sold
his soul to the devil at the
crossroads in return for
musical success. Hence the
infamy.
~

Crossr oads

Before reaching Missisaippi
the two blues men meet a
Philadelphia runaway,
Francis, played by J ami Gertz,
who succeeds in getting them
all into trouble various times.
This is a useless love interest
which basically turns into a
two·night stand for Eugene

No more ol' time
After taking a leave because
of personal problems, Bob
Seger has entered the music
scene again with his new
album Like a Rock.
However, the Seger/Si1ver
Bullet Band sound remains

Bob Seger

Like A Rock

when the girl leaves the hotel
in the early morning hours in a
thunderstorm, making
Eugene hopelessly depressed.
It is at this point that Willie
tells Eugene that the blues are
just "bad things happening to
a good man." (ie. He had to
have a broken heart before be
could ~Y play the blues.)
If you've forgotten about the
mystery song that was
supposed to catapult Eugene
into the annals of blues
history, so did the writers. But
then the greatest
characteristic of this film is
that there seema to be little
reason for an"ybody to do
anything.
The best thing about the
film is the music by Ry Cooper.
Any blues fan should
appreciate the soundtrack.
Other than that, Crossroads
delivers nothing but a bad
screenplay with many dirty
words, unbelievable
characters and a screwy plot.
-Dannie Prather

AM their days as collegiate&
dwindle down for the count,
the University has a number
of activities and functions
planned to honor graduating
seniors.
The annual Faculty/ Staff
Senior Breakfast will be
Tuesday at 8 a.m. in the Currie
Center Ballroom. All
December 1985 graduates are
invited to attend along with
students graduating in May
and August ofl986.
Frank Julian, vice president
for student development, will
announce the outstanding
senior man and woman and
introduce the new student
government officers at this
time. President Kala M.

Stroup will also address the
students. Invitations are also
extended to the spouses of the
graduates.
A meeting for all seniors
who plan to go through
graduation exercises will be
May 7 at 12:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
Honors Day will be May 9 at
3:30 p.m. in the Currie Center
Ballroom. Outstanding
students from all departments
will be recognized. A reception
will follow.
Graduation will be May 10
at 10 a.m. in Racer Arena. A
hospitality reception will be in
all levels of the Curris Center
from 8:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.
prior to the ceremony.

dresses.z suits, longcoats $ 2
pants, sKirts, sweaters $1
shirts 5 for $2.99 (foldedoronhangers)
BEL Alll LAUNDRY
&CLEANERS
753-5242

Bel Air Center

Manager BOB EARLEY

rock-n~roll

that the rest o.f his works are
re·hashed music with new
lyrics.
Seger does break away from
this formula-rock with the
song "Miami," in which
former Eagles, Don Henley
and Timothy B. Schmit, sing
background vocals. The single
release "American Storm"
and the ballad "Somewhere

Tonight" should please diehard Seger faD8.
Overall, Like a Rotk is~
predictable Seger effort with
little promise of succesa on the

charts.
-Angie Watson
This album was furnished
by Terrapin Station at 605
Olive St.

Penns

$25
$5

Haircuts

Cosmetology by LaDora
(MSU Alumna)

753-0658

1417 Main

c

the same. While Seger is a
talented lyricist with past
successes from "Against the
Wind" and "Night Moves," his
music does not always live up
to these lyrics. Some critics
say Seger's only original song
is "Old Time Rock-n-Roll" and
Female Roommate
Wanted
to share large home in
Puryear. Beautiful country
setting. Call Debbie at:
(901) 247~37M

Tuesday
April 29
8 p.m.
Curris Center Theatre
FREE

GOVERNliENT HOMES
from Sl (U repair).
Alao, delinquent &ax
property.
Call (805) 887-8000
Ezteuioo GH-6841
for information.

Send resume

intormlltlon to:

or

A UCB production funded by SGA

-
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Lady netters prepare for
upcoming OVC tourney
Austin Peay State. "Austin
Peay has brough in three
Staff Writer
foreign players since
Christmas and are really
The women's tennis team is tough. Most coaches expect
ready to take to the courts them to win the tournament,"
Friday and Saturday during Keasling said.
the Ohio Valley Conferences
The one senior who
Tennis Tournament in Keasling will depend on for
Cookville, Tenn., with a record leadership during the
of 14-19.
tournament is Starr Jones.
Play will start at8:30 Friday She has won individual OVC
morning and continue for the championships at the sixth
rest of the day and then all day and fourth positions and at the
Saturday.
second position in doubles. In
"We have a really good addition she was a member of
chance of placing third in the the Murray State
Photo by BRAD GASS
tournament. For Murray State championship team iq,l984.
to have five freshmen and only
"Starr will help ahow them
one senior that would be quite what playing in the OVC
an accomplishment," said tournament is all about. That
SALLY HENLE, the No. 2 seed for the l•dy nettert In the OVC coach Connie Keasling.
is the type of leadership and
toum•ment, returns • serve e•rller this season In Murr•y.
The team to beat in the' example I need from her,"
tournament is expected to be Keasling said. Jones will enter
By JOHN WATSON

swinging!

the tournament in the No. 1
seed for MSU.

The key to MSU's success
this weekend will hinge on the
team's play during the first
match, according to Keaalina.
14
We need a win in the firat
match at all nine positions if
we are going to be
competitive," she said. "To do
that we are going to have to
have some excellent play from
our second, third and sixth
positions during the
tournament."
The people holding these
positions for Murray State are
Sally Henle in second position,
Sheri Chong in the No. 3 seed
and Cathy Thweatt at the
S.. WOMEN'S TENNIS
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Racers extend OVC winning streak to 42
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor

Every once in a while, when
everything is going good,
something bad happens to
keep things in perspective. For
the men's tennis team, that
something was Ohio State
University.
However, the Racers used
the 7·2 loss to the Buckeyes as
amotivatingtool and whipped
Akr~9.(), and Youngstown
State, 9-2, bringing their
season record to 21 -9. The
OVC wins also gave Murray

its fourth c onsecutive
undefeated conference season
and 42 consecutive wins.
One of the Youngstown
losses ended one Racer
winning streak , however.
Number 2 se-ed John
Brunner's 7-6, 6-4 lou to Rick
Beachy was his first OVC
defeat in his three years at
Mun-ay.
"That's quite a feat," Purcell
said . ''That's quite a record no
matter what seed you' re
playing."
After · a tune-up match
a g a _i n s t
V a n d e r b i 1t ,

Wednes day , the Racers
headed to Cookeville, Tenn.,
and th e Ohi o Va lle y
C onfer e n ce Tournam ent
which they have won the past
six years. The tournament will
t a ke pla ce today and
tomorrow.
"I still feel thatifwe play the
way we're capable of playing,
we'll win," coach Bennie
Purcell said. "I've been in the
business long enough to know
that you can't be assured of
anything."
"I've had four teams that
were good enough to win,"

Purcell a dded, "and we came
in second."
Purcell said he did believe
that if a ny of the other OVC
coaches were asked, they
would say Murray State is the
team to beat.
" We've proven that in a dual
match situation we have been
the best team in the
conference," he said. "But
when you go to a flighted
tournament, it's a little.
different."
Purcell said that Austin
Peay State has put together a
late winning streak, making

them his choice as the top
contender for Murray's title.
Middle Tennessee State and
Eastern Kentucky should also
be competitive, according to
Purcell.
J ens Bergrahm will play the
No. 1 seed for the Racers.
Brunner will be at No. 2, J ohn
Schneider No . 3, B a rd
Gunderson No. 4, Paul Austin
No. 5 and Alan Farmer No. 6.
See TENNIS
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'Breds still in hunt
for Southern crown
By BRIAN JOHNS
Assistant Sports Editor

Th e Murra y State
Thoroughbreds continued to
keep their slim chances of
defending their Ohio Valley
Conference Southern Division
alive over the past week.
The team lost four of six
games to drop their conference
re c ord to 4-5 . Middle
Tennessee leads the Southern
Division with a 6-4 record.
Tennessee Tech and Austin
Peay are 5-5.
Last Thursday the 'Brede
traveled to Auatin Peay for a
doubleheader against the
Governors. ~urray continued
their poor conference hitting
in the first game in a 1.0 loss.
Especially frustrating was the
fact that pitcher Rich Garner

hurled a two-hitter and lost.
Danny Naughton managed
the only Murray State hit in
the shutout.
"One of the keys is to get one
of our first three guys on base
and we juat haven't been doing
that," said Dave Butta. "We
just haven't been executing."
The second game of the
doubleheader went no better
for the Thoroughbreds. The
Governors once again
defeated Murray, this time by
a score of9-3. The 'Breda could
manage only three runs on six
bite and two Austin Peay
errors. Naughton led the team
with three hite, including two
doubles.
On Saturday the 'Brede
S"'BREDS
Page 19

Photo by BRAD OASS

'BREDS' CATCHER GREG DOSS alldes Nfely Into aecond beM during lat Seturdlly'a pme
-aetnat Mldcle Tenneuee State Un~.
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Proven winner at shortstop

Gargiulo keeps family tradition swinging
By BRIAN JOHNS
Assistant Sports Editor

Thoroughbred senior
shortstop Tom Gargiulo has
no trouble describing what he
enjoys the most about the
game of baseball.
"Winning," he quickly
answers. "I like competing to
see how I stack up against
others."
Competitiveness is one of
the reasons that Gargiulo has
been so successful. "He's a
very hard worker and
extremely dedicated," said
Murray State pitcher and
Gargiulo's roommate Derek
Lindauer.
His hard work shows up in
the Thoroughbreds' statistics.
Gargiulo leads the team in
runs (38). hits (38), runs batted
in (35), and is tied with third
baseman Dave Butte for the
batting title with a .322
average. He is also second on
the team in home runs (7) and
slugging percentage (.568).
Athletic talent seems to run
in the Gargiulo family, which
hails from Nutley, N.J. His
father played professional
baseball in the Baltimore

Orioles farm system and two
of his brothers played
collegiate baseball. His
brother Mike, a first baseman
last year for the
Thoroughbreds, was an All·
OVC selection for three years.
Last year Tom became the
second Gargiulo to make
Ali·OVC.
Gargiulo, a physical
education major, was
somewhat surprised at his
success in college.
"I wasn't that awesome in
high school," Gargiulo said. In
fact, when he first joined the
'Brede he was listed as an
outfielder. Assistant Coach
Leon Wurth was the one who
suggested th!" position change.
Since then, Gargiulo has
consistently improved his
play at the shortstop position
and is now trying for his
second consecutive All·OVC
selection.
Gargiulo enjoys more than
winning, though. "The team is
kind of like a fraternity in its
own way," he said. "All of us
are pretty close to one
another."
·
What about the possibility
of being drafted for

professional baseball? "Since
I've been here we've had about
ten guys that easily could have
been drafted but never were, so
I'm not getting my hopes up,"
he said.
"Ifl don'tgetdrafted I guess
I'll just go and pick up garbage
for a living,"hejoked, which is
characteristic of Gargiulo,
whose personality is a benefit
to the team as well as his bat,
according to Lindauer.
"His sense of humor really
helps to keep the team loose at
times," Lindauer said.
"He's the kind of guy you
really want to see make it "
said Murray State Sports
Information Director Craig
Bohnert.
Bohnert has no trouble
finding an example to back up
his statement. "Whenever the
team stops on the road to get
something to eat, he's always
the first person to come up and
thank the coaches for the
meal."
Those who know Gargiulo
seriously doubt that this New
Jersey native will be collecting
garbage after graduation.

UIIIVERSm GULF SEIVIC£
AT FIVE POIIITS
Open 8 a.m.- 8 p.m. Mon.--sat

on, lube a filter $15.95
alignments $13.95

Photo by BRAD GASS

'BREDS SHORTSTOP Tom Gargiulo Ia proving himself I I a
collegiate hitter. He has some big shoes to fill. His brother, Mike
was an AII-OVC standout for the Thoroughbreds.
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OF THE MONTH
Jeff Lilly

A Go-Getter- Junior JeH lilly participates in almost every Intramural
sport such as: floor hockey. flag football, basketball, volleyball, softball,
racquetball, and tennis. JeH Is also sports coordinator for Alpha Gamma
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Carr Health's priorities .work for sOme,
leave many other students out of luck
It is funny how people can
live in completely different
worlds.
Most everyone realizes
when basketball season over,
but not everyone in Carr
Health Building.
Carr Health decided a few
weeks ago that the North and
South gyms are to be used for
basketball and those wishing
to play volleyball, soccer, floor
hockey or Red Rover, Red
Rover will have to take a back
seat, regardless of popular
demand.
One Monday night at 9:30, a
!ew friends and I went to Carr
Health to take some shots with
a hockey puck, but, after fitfew
scrathes of his scalp and a
couple of momenta of opened·
mouth confusion , the
equipment manager informed
ua that the only shots to be

taken were with a basketball.
This didn't make much sense
to me considering there were
three people playing
basketball and seven of us
wishing to play floor hockey.
We asked if we could just use
half of the court, which is a
prety big inconvience in floor
hockey, but that suggestion
did not satisfy the equipment
manager.
He did offer an alternative,
however. He said we could rent
the facilities after regular
hours.

Maybe I was being
presumptious, but I thought
the $30 activity fee I paid at
the beginning of the semester
entitled me to use the Carr
Health facilities.
The normal policy in Carr
Health is to allow students to
reserve a gym a day in
advance for activities other
than basketball.
Obviously, that is what the
gym was designed for,
however, intramural sports,
other than basketball, are
played there.
I can't understand why
basketball should take
precedence over every other
sport Murray State students
may wish to play. Nor can I
understand who has the right
to decide that some students
have priority over others even
though they both pay the same

activity fee.
Still, I guess in western
Kentucky, basketball is the
"in" sport. But I am still
having trouble accepting that
three people should have
priority over seven students
wishing to use a student
facility.
Maybe if I tried to think like
a western Kentucky athletic
equipment manager... Then
again, maybe it would be
better if I just didn't
understand.
As we were leaving the
building, I noticed aomething
interesting beside the door to
the gym from which we were
being thrown out.
Carr Health Building posts
signa that read,"Students
have first priority in the use of
this facility." I think asterisks
are in order for those signs.

J.o hnson breaks Shively Stadium mark,
twilight meet slated for tomorrow
By DENNIS DOCKERY
Reporter

The men's track team was
among 40 schools to
participate in the University
of Kentucky Relays, April
18·19.
Patterson Johnson set a new
Shively Stadium record in the
triple jump with a leap of 52
feet and three quarters of an
inch. Earlier this year
Johnson qualified for the
NCAA Nationals with a jump
of 52.8. In the last five weeks,
JohnRon has jumped at least
51 feet in every meet.
Teammate Rolando Greene
placed third with a 49.0 jump.
Lance Winders placed
second in the open 5,000 meter

run with a time of 15:24.27. with 141.4 and the javelin with
Ronnie Hensley finished a throw of 152.2. Tony Coates
eighth in the 10,000 meter run placed fifth in the high jump
with a time of 35:12.27. Mike with a 6.8. Coates managed to
Ramsey and Willie Thomas jump 6.10 earlier this year.•Joe
performed their best for the Woodside placed ftfth in the
year in the 400 meters with discus with 155.0 and the
times of 49.7 and 49.92.
javelin with t 72.8.
The sprint medely team of
"1 rested William Jordan
Calvin Turnley. Mike Ramsey,
Willie Thomas and Trent and James Yarbrough
Lovett placed fourth with a
time of 3:32.28. The two mile
relay featured Todd Ht>nson,
Mike Ramsey. Lance Winders
and Trent Lovett. They
teamed together to place
seventh with a time of8:07.34.
Barry Knight ran his first
steeple chase and placed
eighth with a time of 9:54.12.
Steve Whistler had his
personal best in the discus

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-9525
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because of slight hamstring
pulls," coach Jay Flanagan
said. "I was pleased with
Rolando Green , Steve
Whistler , and Lance
Winders."
The Murray State mens
track team will host a twilight
meet on Saturday.
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Sigma Phi Epsilon
wish to congratulate the
Golden Heart pledge class of '86

Mindy Anneken
Dana·Marie Berger
Dianne Katterjohn
Robbie Jo Kieper
Cassandra Jo Leeper
Kim Like
Kristin Miga

-,

Jody Neal
Joy Parr
Fredia Phelps
Cari Price
Sheri Swift
Kendra Thurmond
Laurie Wheeler

Andrea Wilder
Angie Reeder
Charlotte Hustedde
Lueanne Coleman

This summer new faces from other
places will be visiting Murray State &
the community. This is a great time to let
these people know who you are and
where you are. Most likely most of the
summer visitors will be planning to
attend NfSV 11l the ]afl., 1ihe~e~are tthe
new i!~t~er$:_yt>U wan

to reach-and
what oth~r ~.Y than The Murr.ay State
/'{QUJs? C).idt~er rom~ ~iu(!J carl
reacfi tlie stuaents ana tlieir families
more effectively and economically than
The Murray State News. Give us a call
at 762-4478 or contact your
representative. Space reservation &
copy deadline is noon Friday May 2.
THE MURRAY STATE NEWS
SUMMER ORIENTATION ISSUE
P.blicatio n Datee: J u ne 17 & 28, July 12 & 19

AdvertiseI
762-4478
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Linksters lower score but finish eleventh
By BRIAN JOHNS
Assistant Sports Editor

The golf team improved its
performance in last week'e
Mieaiasippi State
Intercollegiate, but so did moat
of ita competitors.
The Racers finiehed
eleventh out of 14 teams in the
tournament. They had a team
total of930, which beat out the
University of New Orleans,
Delta State and Louisville.

Hewitt, the team wae looking
good going into the last day of
play. " We didn't do as good the
last day as we had hoped for .
The wind came up and the
weather was marginal,"
Hewitt said.

Louisiana State won the
tournament by shootin g 860,
while Georgia was second
with 867. Miami (Fla.) finished
third with an 870. Peter
Persona of Georgia won the
individual title by shooting a
210 for the tournament.
Bud Ward once again led the
Racers with a 229. Jim Kelly
and Dan Johnston finished
with 235, Jeff Connell shot a
237 and Mike Castellari had a
243.
According to coach Buddy

Hewitt also explained that
part of the reason the scores
improved was that the course
was easier. "This course is
easier than either Furman or
Marshall's," he said.
The team heads to

Statesboro, Ga., to begin play will be Ward, Kelly, Connell,
today in the Chris Schenkel Jon Walker and Chris
Intercollegiate. The 18-team Carlson .
The Ohio Valley Conference
field includes LSU (last weeks
champions), Oklahoma State Championships, now just
(ranked number two in the several weeks away, loom big
in the coach's mind. "We're
nation) and Wake Forest.
not playing against OVC
Hewitt has definite goals teams right now, so I don't
considering the degree of know how well we'll match up.
competition at this We've been playing tough
tournament. "We're going to competition recently, so we're
try to keep from finishing hoping that will pay off for us
last," he said.
like it did for Louisville's
"Hewitt said.
for the Racers basketball

Damage-FrH Towing
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Phone
'753-9131

Max McC.._
u~w.
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MURRAY

MURRAY HOME

&
AUTO
AN UNIDENTIFIED TRIATHLETE takea a break In front of the Carr Health Building during the
coMpetition laat Saturday afternoon.

'Breds-----------------------Continued from Page 16
return e d h o me for a
doubleheader against Middle
Tennesee. The first game saw
the team break their two-game
slide with a 7·3 win. Catcher
Greg Doss led the 'Breda with
a grand slam for four Murray
runs. Paul Alegre added two
hits. Van Golmont picked up
the win to boost his record to
2-3.

Middle Tennessee gained
revenge in the second game
with a 9-7 victory over Murray.
Four Murray errors helped
cause the downfall . Alegre
continued his hot hitting with
three runs batted in. Steve
Groehn added two RBI.
On Wednesday the 'Breda
kept split a doubleheader with
Tennessee Tech to keep their
championship hopes alive.

Chestnut

~--·~--

753-2571

<2:~~~

Congrats to upcoming Grads!
"11111111111111111111111.

Garner continued to master
his opponents as this time he
threw a n<rhitter against Tech
in the 4-0 victory in the first
game. Gamer lifted his record
to 3-2 with the help of a
Naughton two-run homer.
Gamer has allowed only two
hits and one run in his past 13
innings. The Thoroughbreds
dropped the second game by a
4-2margin.

Women's Tennis--------Continued from Page 16
sixth position .
In addit io n to the
tournament Keasling is busy
recruiting new players for next
year's team. "The key to our
success next year is to bring in

going really well and I expect
it to pick uv after the
tournament. Having five
freshmen is a big asset in
pulling in new talent, ·•
Keasling said.

two top players that can play
in the number one and two
positions in sing l es
competition and can also play
doubles," she said.
"Right now recruitment is
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Fear, excitement
Graduates look to future with mixed emotions
By DARLA BAXT ER
Reporter

Graduation. The name sugge~Jts an
ending of a stage or time period. And
although we often think of graduation
in terms of the completioliilof college,
most graduating students agree that
graduation is a beginning.
The implications of graduation vary
from student to student. Some are
seeking graduate school and some
have already been accepted. Othera are
lining up employment opportunities,
and still othera are going to wait to see
what happens.
Sharon Neely, an advertising major,
said she was really looking forward to
graduation. "I look forward to a job in
my field, I think it will be exciting,'' she
said.
Neely said job opportunities didn't
worry her. "I have an advantage in
that I worked a few years before
coming to college. I know what it's like
to be in the work force, and I think that
is an asset in getting a job, and in
preparing myself."
That's not to say the competition
isn't tough, but Neely believes if you
work hard enough "something will
work out."
Sizing up exact
goals and
researching them are really a key, said
Neely. "I think you have to know about
the company you want to work for. You
have to sell yourself."
Being in the workforce helps develop
"people skills", and Neely thinks those
skills can give graduates an edge. "You
have to be direct and say what you
mean," she said

Right now Neely hasn't any definite
plan, although there is a specific
company she would like to work for.
"But as soon as I graduate, I'm going to
go home for a few weeks and rest."
Pam Reynolds, a history major, has
had her future planned for a long time.
"I think I always wanted to go to
graduate school," said Reynolds who
~11 be pursuing her M.A. in history
w1th an emphasis in historic
preservation at Middle Tennessee
State University. "I'm ready for a

break. Not from school completely,
otherwise, 1 wouldn't be , going to
graduate school. But I'm burned out on
this area."
Reynolds got interested in historic
preservation when Dick Holland, the
preservation direc-tor for Growth, Inc.
in Paducah, spoke at a career seminar.
"I was really fascinated about
preservation. I like the idea of taking
something run down and making it
new and beautiful again.''
Someday .Reynolds hopes to direct
such a program or perhaps ·teach.

"After I finish graduate school, I would
like to work for any historical society,
although various areas of history are
getting specific these days."
History masters are mostly geared
toward one or two particular
occupations, which means there isn't
much opportunity to job-hop. "But I
knew that when I got into it, and I
know its what I want,'' Reynolds said.
Lillian White is a December
graduate who has found out first hand
what job hunting is like. "I had
planned to take a couple of months off
before looking for a job, so I've only
been looking for a month, but it's really
scary. I thought getting a job would be
easy, it's not."
White said her biggest regret in
college was being so worried about
grades. "I didn't go out and have a lot
offun. I worried about my grades. Well
so I have a big 3.8. Big deal. Studen~
need to enjoy themselves, because you
don't get to play in the real world."
Karen Muse, another December
graduate is already working · as a
teacher. However, Muse will be taking
off from work in July when she joins
the world-wide traveling
entertainment group "Up With
~eople. ·:"I'm pleased with my job, and
I m exclted about 'Up With People.'
Things are really going well for me."
Muse, like White, found the real
world very different from college. "You
have to remember that. now you're
responsible. You have bills to pay. And
those children you're teaching are your
responsibility. I don' t think anyone
can understand what it's like until they
get ~ut," said Muse. "It's fun, but
there s much much more to it."

summe·r·'-getaways
Special events offer various opportunities for summer itinerary
By BRIAN JOHNS
Assistant Sports Editor

For those of you who often
feel the urge to get away
sometime during the summer,
this year's events don't
include Live Aid or Farm Aid
concerts, but several other
alternatives exist.
The first. opportunity for a
good "road trip" is the
Kentucky Derby on May 3.
Held at Louisville's Churchill
Downs, the event provides sun
and fun for those who attend.
Derby fans pay $20 for general
admission to the infield. Those
planning to go should plan to
get there very early in order to
get a head start on drinking
those mint juleps. By the way,
there's a horse race held that
day, too. Call 1-800-225-TRIP
for more information.
Students who would like to
be a part of history have a rare
opportunity awaiting them.
On May 25, the first ever
"Hands Acrosa America" will
see people form a human chain
from the east to west coast. For
$10, students can become part
of this human chain in the
stretch along Highway 51
from Fulton to the lllinois
border. All proceeds from the
event will go to help fight
hunger in America.
Another once-in·a-lifetime

experience awaits those who
are willing to t ravel for it. On
July 3, the newly-renovated
Statue of Liberty will be
formally unveiled ·in a
ceremony cond ucted by
President Reagan. The next
day, 100tall shipswill sailintb
New York Harbor and the
world's largest fireworks
display will be launched from
30 barges around Manhattan.
The closing ceremonies at
Giants Stadium on July 6 will
include 20,000 performers on
stage. More information can
be obtained by calling (212)
397-8222.
If the JongdrivetoNew York
doesn't. seem appealing to you,
St. Louis provides an
alternative for July 4 .
Traditionally the midwest's
largest July 4 firewor ks
display,
St.well
Louis
regularly the
draws
overshow
one·
million people. The event bas
become m uch more than a
fireworks display, however.
Several days prior to the
Fourth, the riverfront under
the Gateway Arch comes alive
with hundreds of food and
craft stands. The show is free
to the public.
After J uly 4, you have just
nine days to recuperate for
your next "road trip." On July
13, people will head to
Evansvnle, Ind., for "Thunder
on the Ohio." If an all·day

MISS BUDWEISER Ia one of many r1clng boats which will appear In the "Thunder on the Ohio" race
thll •ummer.

party in the sun with 80,000
people sounds like fun, this
will be worth your while.
Unlimited hydroplanes, such
as the Miss Budweiser, race
down the Ohio River at speeds
approaching 200 miles an
hour. Be sure to bring plenty of
"liquid refresh ments "
!>ecause the sun will take' a
great deal out of you. Tickets
can be ordered in advance for
$5 by calling (812) 422·1072.

Reasons for taking jobs
are fun, experience, tan
-

Summer job-seekers report a
wide variety of interests. Some
said they are looking for
career-related work; some just
want fun jobs; and some said
they just wanted jobs to be
working.
Career-related jobs, outside
of co-ops and internships, can
be anything incl uding
clerking at a firm in your
academic interest. Jon Webb
senior from Frankfort, worked
as a Medicaid auditor's
assistant in the state inspector
general's office. He said, "I
wanted a job that would be
advantageous to me career·
wise. Thisjobgavemeanedge
above and beyond what is
learned in a classroom."
Students said they took
career-related summer jobs to
gain experience in their area
and to see if that area wafl
truly what they wished to
pursue.
Some free spirits looked for
summer jobs just for
enjoyment. These included
jobs as lifeguards, summer
c amp instructors and
counselors, and amusement
park employees. Lifeguarding
wa s parti culary popular
because it was a chance to tan
while getting paid. According
to Rodney Brown, junior from
Eddyville, " If it wasn't for the
bikinis, bodies and parties, I
would just as soon haul hay."
Murray State students get a
chance to find out about
summer jobs at the Summer
Job Fair held here each spring.
Representatives from over 50
camps in all part. of the

country interview students.
Lynn Kadel is one of the
lucky ones who walked away
from that fair with a summer
job. Kadel, a senior from
Hopkinsville , anticipates
"having a blast , meeting tons
of people a nd partying in New
York City" while she works at
a summer camp just outside of
the city.
No matter what a person's
reason for taking on a summer
job, they must be prepared to

h and le r esponsibilities
dependably.
The same things employers
look for in full-time staff are
listed among the criteria for
selecting part-time summer
help. Interpersonal skills top
the list for many. Den Gowdy,
assista n t m anager of
Murray's Hardees said, "First
of all, after reviewing the
application, I look at
appearance. My workers meet
the public and must be well
groomed."

here Is no proclaimed Holi·
day, as such, to recogn ize
Graduates. Yet, there is
very little in one's life that
will leave any more impres·
sion than Graduation Day. It really
doesn't even matter what level Graduat ion It is, either. Everyone remembers
readily and will expound hastily ·their
feelings of e.xeitement, expectations. and
contort ed memoriM experienced on that
grand and glorious Graduation Day. It is
more or less an accepted custom to give
something to the proud Graduate, and
we always wonder what. Items that will
be used in the future search for goal at·
tainment are always ~od. However,
some of the most prized gifts we cannot
give. We cannot give e xperience, which
we all discover is so important only after
we have earned it. We can only offer
advice and guidance. So whatever we
give the Graduate • •• make su re it in·
eludes our bl essings •.•• • and best
wishes. They've earned it.
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Summer fun abounds in state
By LISA JACKSON
Campus life Editor

Students who will spend
their summer in Murray need
not despair. From white-water
rafting to go -carting ,
adventures can be found
within just a few hours drive.
Summer school students
who want to take a sunny
afternoon off may want to look
to the nearby lakes-area for
a ctivities. Memorial Day will
be the kick-off for most of the
areas tourist a ttractions,
which will be open daily
throughout the summer.
The Kenlake go·kart track

and batting range. located on
Highway 641 , 3 miles south of
Kentucky Dam, will open each
day at noon. The cost is $1 .50
for five minutes of go-carting
and 50 cents for ten balls at
varying speeds at the batting
range.
Horseback riders can gallop
down a 45-minute trail for $6
at the Kentucky Dam Village
State Park Riding Stables
near the go-kart track.
For the more rugged,
outdoor person, hiking trails
ranging from short paths to
60-mile treks can be taken in
sites all over the Land
Between the Lakes area,
a ccording to Fern King,
reception clerk at the north
end of the complex.

Anyone wanting to escape
their rigorous schedules and
studies for a while can visit the
Ho m eplace - 1850 . The
Homeplaoe portrays a true-tolife settin g of 19th-cen tury
styles of Jog structures and
farm family living. The cost is
$2.50 for adults and $1 for
children and senior citizens.
For $7.95 water-lovers can
get an aU-day pass to Won der
Waters, located on Highway
641 in Gilbertsville. Splashing
activities include three water
slides, a 70-foot ch ute called
the Rampage, and Water
Bugs, floating bumper cars.
Hot·air balloon races,
fireworks and nightly music
will be part of the Paducah
Summer Festival July 25

Wildcat offers its own breed
of beachbum - the Worthless
Jewel r y is anothe r
consideration when you're a
Wildcat Worthless woman.
" Like I always wear my forty·
inch necklace with the fifteen
millimeter beads, and my six
gold chains that weigh one·
pound each to Wildcat. I would
just feel naked without them,"
said Buffy Biffer f r om
Plaiducah.
Mter "what do I wear?" the
next question a Wildcat
Worthless asks himself is
"what do I tqke with m e?"

By MICHELLE GRAHAM
Reporter

.

"Beach Bum." When this
term comes to mind, many of
us picture a blond surfer in
baggies. While this term lnftY
be more appropriate for the
lanky California sur fer,
Murray's equivalent may well
be dubbed the "Wildcat
Worthless.''
Of course, not just any
student who goes to Wildcat
Beach deserves this title. It
must be earned .
To earn such a title involves
s e veral
differ e nt
characteristics , and proper
attire heads the lisi. O.P.
Jams. a sixth·year senior from
Speedoville said, "Like you
know, uh, I don't like them , ub,
knobs that wear, you know,
Skoal shirts and, uh, cut·o~
jeans. Really dude, uh, it's just.
you know, it's bogus like when
they wear socks with like, uh ,
shoes. We just wear radical
jams and vans, dude."
For the female Worthless,
coordinating makeup and
accessories are a ll-important.
Mabel Leene, a sophomore
from Powder Puff, Mo., said,
"Like when you're a Wildcat
Worthless woman, the most
importan t thing is to make
sure that your eye shadow
matches your swim suit and
heels. I , myself, wear Smother
Girl make-up, which comes in
beachy shades like flirt-withme-fuschia, pick-me-up-purple
and baby-l'm-yours-blue."

First on the list is tanning
oil. Wildcat Worthlesses only
use well-known brands such
as Panama Jill, Burn de
Slowly and H awaiia n
Splotchy. And they never use a
sun factor a bove on e.
Sun glasses are also a must
on the beach, but one n ever
actually puts them on. A true
Worthless leaves t h em
banging from a cord around
his neck.
There are certain guidelines
to follow when beaching it.
First, NEVER get into the
w~ter.
.
. 'You know~ germs and hke
1 d1rt are floating everywhere.

Group of Select Dress
and Casual Shoes 1/ 2 price
Including Styles by Connie & Impo
One Group of Dyeable
Shoes $10

And when there are like kids
under eight in the water, you
sbouldn 't even get near it "
said Biffer.
'
A popular beach pastime for
women is watchin g men fling
frisbees . But, of course, this
requires some toleration of
sand being kicked in your face.
The guys have their fun, too.
"We like, uh, to mess with
the cops, like we put uh, Peppi
Cola stickers, uh, around our
Studweiser cans. It's jammin
like cua we , uh, have everyone
fooled," said an anonymous
Worthless.
So if you'd like , want to
become a Wildcat Worthless,
classes are offered every
weekday from 7:30a.m. until5
p.m. The only problem is
working all your other classes
around them.

through August 3, according
to Denise Strange, ·reception
for the Paducah Chamber of
Commerce. Many of the
activities will take place on the
riverfront.
Those willing to travel
farther may enjoy a variety of
tours through the caves of
Mammoth Cave National
Park, about two and a half
hours from Murray. Mildred
Childress, reservation clerk
for the Mammoth Cave Hotel,
said she thought college
students would most enjoy the
half-day cave tour. lt begins at
noon and costs $5.50.
"That is the only tour that
goes through the Snowball
Dining Room," she said. The
dining room, which serves fast
foods, got its name from
gypsum rock formations in the
cave, Childress said.
Adventurous souls may
want to ta c k l e the
intermediate rapids off of
Cumberland Falls in a whitewater rafting trip. Fl'om June
1 until the end of August,
guided rafting trips are
availab l e daily with
reservation~ . according to
Debbie Woosley, se<;retary of

the Cumberland Outdoor
Adventure.
About 275 miles from
Murray, the Falls rafting trips
run about 12 miles to Laurel
Lake. No experience is
required. Sunday through
Friday, the trips cost $34 for
adults and $30 per person in
groups of 15 or more. On
Saturdays, adults pay $42 and
people in groups of at least 15
pay $36 each, Woosley said.
Natural Bridge State Resort
Park in Slade, about six hours
from Murray, has a giant,
natural sandstone bridge as
its main attraction. "There's a
lot here to do to entertain you
for a day or two," said Vickie
Ewen, front-desk supervisor at
the park.
Paddle boats and
campgrounds are available. in
addition to many hiking trails
over and around the Natural
Bridge.
So those who will be
spending their sun-drenched
summer days sitting in
classrooms a nd studying for
tests still have opportunities to
get out of Murray's borders
and soak up some fun without
leaving the state.

Come by to see our selection
New & used/umiture and
antique reproductions

SHOEMAKER'S
FURNITURE

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center
Hwy 641 South

753-0262

It's Time To Start
.Thinking About
Your Future!
Th e MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY GRADUATE
PROGRAM
wants to help you with your
important decisions.
Consider attending Graduate
School.
Contact:
Dr. William Payne
Coordinator Graduate Studies
324 Wells Hall
762-3752

YOU're·fi·rred

Job outlook improving for college graduates

By JOHN MARK ROBERTS
Staff Writer

Lynn Richard, director of co·
operative education and
placement, is very optimistic
about the job outlook this year.
" In tetms of Murray Stat~
University, I think we'll
probably realize after we get
the numbers in, this year is
even better than 1985. In the
public sector jobs, we've seen
some increases that we didn't
see last year.
"W e' ve seen some
significant gains in the hiring
of sales people, an area that
Murray State has
traditionally been strong in,
but this year it looks
particularly better."
He credits the career days
his office sponsors for helping
the prospective employee.
" Both of our career days were
record-setting career days.
Our teacher career day was
probably the biggest in 15
years."
Employers are looking for
three key elements in
prospective employees ,
Richard said. The first
element is a relatively high
grade point average, a "B"
average or better.
Communication skills are
second on the "must-have"
list, he said. No matter what
the individual's academic
background
is,
communication skills are very
important, he explained.
The third element is career·
related experience. There are
many ways to get this
experience on-campus
employment, interr..ships,
practicums, student teaching,
and co-ops.
Most Murray State

graduates want to stay in the overall economic change that
He added that employers
Southeast, Richard said. And occurred over the past few have seemed more interested
the job outlook for this region
years.
in Murray State graduates in
is promising, he added,
recent years . "The past three
"In
the
late
1970s
we
were
especially in business and
looking at double-digit or four years we have seen
industry.
more employers coming on
Richard said conditions unemployment...and that is campus and more inquiries,
have changed dramatically why people with much better and that's due partly to the
for the prospective employee qualifications were taking
since the mid-70's, when many something less. You don't see economic conditions...
highly qualified people taking
students with master 's
"Also, I would have to pat
degrees were having trouble . jobs far less than what they our office on the back because
finding work. He contributes are qualified in doing (today)," we have gone out and
the brighter job outlook to the he said.
identified these opportunities

He said about 60 percent of
the seniors register with
placement. "Almost every
student that registers with
placement will get interveiws
and will talk to employers as a
result. They will have an
opportunity to show what they
can do with an employer."

Students get experience
with internships, co-.o ps
By KELLIE MAHRENHOLZ

Reporter
Experience is invaluable
when applying for a post·
graduation job. College.
students -- can gain such
experience through
cooperative education
programs offered by the
University, according to Lynn
Richard, director of
cooperative education and
placement.
Richard said the concepts of
interning and co-oping are
often misunderstood .
According to Richard, an
internship is not always a paid
position and it is usually
shorter than a co-op position.
However, he said, a
cooperative position is full·
time (usually 40 or 50 hours a
week), longer in duration than
an internship and always
paid.

Richard said the
University's cooperative
education program was
started in 1977. The goal of the
service was to " provide
students in all disciplines
experience related to their
major," Richard said.
Many students have
capitalized on these services
since their beginning nine
years ago.
Kathy Roberts, who is
working in public relations for
General Electric in
Madisonville, said she has
gained experience in dealing
directly with people, learning
manufacturing and working
on her own. Roberts said she
would highly recommend a coop position to every student.
Employed on a cooperative
education program by the
National Future Fatmers of
America Center in
Alexandria, Va., Lawinna
McGary said is excited about

Employers' expectations
important to job-seekers
Getting a job is more than
just receiving a paycheck. It's
earning one by suiting the
need s and meeting the
expec tations of a new
employer.
It is important to know what
employers expect to receive
from and plan , to offer to
employees.
Dick Peyer, store manager
at ,J.C. Penney's in Murray,
said the traits he seeks in
prospective employees are the
same traits he hopes will
remain after the employee is
hired . High on his list is good
communications skills. Peyer
said this is one of the most
important ingredients in a
successful employee. He also
said a positive attitude, an
understanding of the business
and a dependable and honest
nature are other good traits for
an employer to have.
Peyer, having worked in the
personnel department for J .C.
Penney's regional office in
Atlanta, has been involved
directly with recruiting college
students all over the south to
work in their stores. He said
job-seekers are very interested
in knowing just what is
expected of them by their first
employer. He said, most

and met with these employers;
and they are much more
familiar with what we do,"
Richard said.

importantly, they need to
understand their particular
job and its purpose in the
organization. He added that
the most successful employees
are the most interested ones.
Peyer makes sure his
employees know just what is
expected from them by
keeping an open line of
communication, he said.
He said he expects good
work and offers good salaries
and benefits in return .
Many future employees
think salary is most imporant
in deciding where to go to
work, according to Lynn
Richard, director of
cooperative education and
placement. He said, "Many of
our students look for the best
monetary job availab!e.
However, there are more
things to look at than that."
Richard said some also
consider geographies when
deciding on employment.
"Another big consideration of
Murray State students is
geographies. Most of our
students do not want to go
North. A few students are
looking at Chicago and and a
few.other cities, but most want
to stay in the southeast United

States...The southeast is not
the only area in which the job
market is good, but it happens
to be one of the best at this
time," he said..
Bill Furgeson directorofthe
Murray Stat~ placement
office, warns that the workworld is a whole new
ballgame. He said aince
students are used to a
controlled environment, it is
difficult at. first for some
students to adjust to the
competitive and ever ·
changing business world.
However, he said knowing
what is expected from a new
employer ease the strain and
anxiety of that first job.
He said employers expect
loyalty and dedication. He
said employers also seek
adaptibility - an ability to
change in order to succeed in
their organization.
Some employers use
training periods and
programs to enable new
employees to better know the
organization and what is
expected of them. Furgeson
said it is for the benefit of the
new employee to find out what
is expected from the employer
before beginning the job.

for trammg nearly ~00
employres on the . pos&~le
hazards of chemtcals m
plants.
His experience in working
with unions a~d manag~ment
t B rro ahsts somethmg he
a u u.,
.
never could hav~ learned m .a
classroom, he srud. Clark ~atd
every stu~ent sho~d constder
co-operative education.n ,. ___
.Notevery.studentca Cv-0 p.
Rtchard sa1d employers look
for specific qualifications
when hiring co·op students.
Most important are grades,
career related experience and
communications skills.
Roberts, a senior from
Murray and the first public
relations person hired by GE,
will hire the student who will
replace her when she returns
to school in the fall ?f 1986.
Roberts satd her
replacement must have a 3.3 or
better grade point average,
expe.rience with the s_chool

her co-op experience. She said,
"I have learned many more
practical applications than I
could have in a semester of
school."
McGary, a sophomore from
Symsonia also said she has
gained 'experience in
communicating within a
business, working with
computers and organizing
ro'ects from mere ideas to
P · J ted
te ·a1
pnn
ma n ·
McGary, an agricultural
educa tion
maj or,
recommended cooperative
education to people who want
to grow and who are mature
enough to accept the
responsibilities of a job which
may require much over·time
work at a limited salary.
Dale Clark, a junior from
Owensboro, bas gained
experience in the occupational
safety and health area of
industry. Clark , who is
currently working for
Burroughs Corporation m
Bardstown willbe
I

. " t

medi~orvolunteerexp~nence,

good m~~rsonal sktlls and
self-mobvation.
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By PATSY CRAWFORD

Reporter
Summer vacation provides a
welcome trip home for many
Murray State students, but for
a few, it's a chance to prove
they can make it on their own.
Carole Bra boy, a sophomore
from Cadiz, tried life away
from home for the first time
last summer.
Braboy, who lives in the

donn complex during the fall semester and then you don't
and spring semesters, said she worry about them anymore,"
and two friends decided to rent she said. In apartment life,
an apartment in Murray to be bills were more frequent and
more expensive, she said.
near their summer jobs.
Kathy Boruff, a junior social
"There were three of us in
work
major from Gapsville,
the same apartment, so it
wasn' t a whole lot different agreed with Braboy. She said
than living in the donn," she apartment life is more
said. Braboy said the expensive, not only because of
differences surfaced when the the regular bills, but also
i:>ecause she bought. her own
bills had to be paid.
and furnishings.
food
" In school you pay your bills
According to Boruff, money
at the beginning of the

isn't the only thing she had to
le11rn to budget in the summer.
"With the accelerated dasaes
you have to really manage
your time," she said.
Dianne Bush, a senior
safety and health major from
Cadiz, said she learned a great
deal about time management
when she lived away from
home last summer. " It's hard
to study instead of going to the
beach," s'he said.
Independence is what
Braboy valued most about her

summer. She said she and her
roommates learned what they
could do, and what they
wanted to do with their time.
" If we wanted to stay up until
two in the morning, we did it.
We didn' t throw wild parties
every night, though, and we
didn ' t go out and do
everything just because we
could," she said.
She said she thinks it was a
valuable experience she would
repeat..."If I could afford it."

Keep it simple
Decorators advise simplicity in home decore
could later use outdoors or in
the living room or somewhere,
something you wouldn't have
Reporter
to store in the attic or throw
Starting out on your own
out,'' Andrus said.
meansmanythings, including
Decorating includes
decorating a home or
knicknacks and plants .
apartment.
"Baskets and fans are
The country look is the
inexpensive things to fill up
current style in interior
wall space, and they can be
decorating, and it is also a Jess
used later elsewhere. Plants
expensive decor for those
are good to fill up empty
spaces, if you have the light for
concerned about cost.
Jo Ann Shoemaker, of
them," she said.
The best buys are the most
Shoemaker's Furniture, said
many people are going for the
practical ones, she said .
"Trunks make good coffee
country look, buying early
American and old·fashioned
tables, and you can store
things in them, too. We sell a
furniture. Those on a tight
budget should be more
.lot of crates. People use them
to hold their stereos,
concerned about the decor of
theroomtheywillentertainin
televisions, books and
most, she said. Shoemaker
things."
said less could be spent on the
She suggested white for
dishes and kitchenware so
bedroom and other rooms that
aren't readily visible to
that when it is time to change
f------__;;----------------:-~--r colors, for instance in a move
from one apartment to
another, the dishes and
Graduating or transferring to another school can be
kitchenware will still match
unsettling. Feelings of excitement about moving and starting
the new colors.
According to Andrus, it is
over with new friends and job opportunities mix with
reluctance to leave familiar surroundings.
good to know what colors you
Ming Smith, an exchange student from North Dakota,
want, "If it's an apartment,
came to Murray State alone, not knowing what to expect. But, ignore the carpet if it ian't
the experience wasn't a bad one, he said. "I got to meet with
different people that were raised differently than I was. The
most different thing was the dry county. In North Dakota,
people don't have that kind of attitude about alcohol.''
Smith also found people in Murray to be more religious.
" Not that we're atheists or anything like that," he said.
Changing homes and friends isn't easy. Smith said, " I had
to make decisions by myself. I didn't have my friends to rely
on. I made friends here, but the friendship isn't as long and
By SANDRA FULGHAM
it's hard to know who I could trust."
Reporter
Smith said taking a little of his past with him to his new
lifestyle made the transition easier. A member of Sigma Chi
With graduation come many
fraternity in North Dakota, he was able to associate with the
new responsibities. One of
Murray chapter of the fraternity. "It wasn't that hard for me
them is finding a place to live.
because of the fraternity. It made things a lot easier for me. I
Whether the choice is an
know it would've been harder for me (without it.)"
apartment, a mobile home or a
Graduation brings excitement to most students. Cynthia
quaint little house with a
Wood, a senior from Clinton, said, "I'm excited about it. I'm
picket fence, making it a home
moving to Memphis (Tenn.), and I'm glad because there are a
will run more smoothly if
lot more career opportunities."
there's a game plan to follow .
The thoughtofrelocating is frightening, Wood said. "I have
Establishing the plan of
mixed emotions about it. I'll miss the familiarity and my
attack should begin with an
friends here at school, but I'm ready to start a new aspect of
in·depth review of your
budget. According Jean Bond,
a Paducah real estate agent, a
person should be prepared to
spend "a maximum of onefourth of his or her total
earnings on a place to live."
That quarter of monthly
earnings should include both
rent or house payments and
utilities.
Once a spending limit is
established, a good place to
begin looking is in the local
newspaper. Prices are
generally included and homes
are usually listed by area in
most newspapers.
Prices in the Paducah area
By CINDY PEEK

visitors.
Martha Andrus, of Pier 1
Imports, said, "The biggest
thing is thinking ahead. Buy
things you can use later."
She said, "Wicker, for
instance,willgowithantiques
and wood furniture or with
'contemporary."
Andrus said there are ways
to save on the cost of bedroom
furniture. She said you could
buy a bed·frame and mattress
and use a fan or print as a
headboard, or build a frame
around a mattress and staple
sea grass to it. "You can use an
etagere (wicker bookcase) all
over. It can be used in the
bedroom if you can't afford a
dresser, or in the kitchen to
hold things, or in the living
room as a bookcase or even in
the bathroom.
" For the kitchen, I'd say to
get a small table that you

Relocating can be unsettling

what you'd like. A neutral rug
or throw can be put in front of
furniture" to make it match
better.
"Windows can be done with
mini blinds and eave by not
having to buy draperies,"
Myrtle Terry, of Terry's Paint
& Decorating Center, said.
"You can cut and install
Kanga-back carpet (carpet
with foam· like lining on back)
yourself. What a lot of people
also do is paper one wall and
paint the others" because of
the cost of wallpapering,
according to Terry. She said it
would cost less to paint an
entire 12 X 10 room than it
would cost to wallpaper even
one wall of the same room.
Refinishing furniture can be
another way to save. Terry
said, "If it (the piece to be
refinished) has simple lines,
you can probably do it
yourself. If it's ornate you
might want to reconsider
doing it yourself."
"Sometimes adding a
quilted pillow can give a
country look," said Peggy
Smith, of the Magic Thimble.
so can cross·stitch or quilted
wall hangings and applique.

"Quilts will take time to
make but then you have
something that can be passed
on from generation to
generation . Pre ·printed
material can be bought which
already looks like a quilt and
all you have to do is add some
material in between and the
backing and quilt it,'' she said.
"Baskets are in," she said.
You can put pine cones or
sweet gum in a basket and if
you have access to grape vines
make grape vine wreaths
which would be expensive to
buy, she added.
Tom Gaines, of Murray
F1oriat, said, "Plants give off
oxygen and are healthful as
well as attractive."
Gaines said sphefelerias,
ferns and palms are used in
more formal rooms. Cut
arrangements can make
anything look more fonnal
and more delicate, he added.
He said sphefelerias, rubber
trees and palms are easier to
takecareofwhilefernsrequire
more water.
For a nice touch, Gaines
suggests daisies which are
inexpensive and longer
lasting.

Consider budget, locale,
repairs in house-hunting
range from $120 to $315 per
month for apartment rentals.
Mobile home rentals averaged
$176 per month. Houses were
slightly more expensive,
renting for $175 to $425 per
month.
When budgetting for a new
home, don't forget utility
deposits. Utility companies
will hold this money until their
services are discontinued .
Total deposits will cost several
hundred dollars.
But price shouldn't be the
only consideration. Renters
should be careful to
investigate the landlord. Don't
be afraid to kriock on doors.
Renters will talk, and talk
loudly, if they have been
treated unfairly by the
landlord. Ask them how
quickly maintenance calls are
answered. Landlords may say
that a repairman is on-duty 24·
hours a day, but don't take
their word for it.

Someone recently was told
that by a prospective landlord
began asking around
skeptically . After
interviewing several tenants,

she said, "Two had ' unfixed
problems' ranging from a
stopped·up sink to a broken
oven ~o a bookcase that was
sagging so much that all the
books had to be removed to a
closet." Repair requests had
been made collectively 18
times, with no results, tenants
told her. She did not rent an
apartment in that complex.
Often, recent graduates
can' t afford an apartment
alone. But. be careful in
chosing roommates. The old
addage is true. The best of
friends can become the worst
of enemies after just one
month under the same roof.
A contract may be necessary
for complete understanding of
"house rules." Acceptable
behavior, cooking chores,
cleaning chores and quiet-time
are just a few of the issues that
need to be ironed out before
roommates settle in.
Mter the home is selected
and the roommate passes the
agreeability test, the only
thing left to do (until minor
and· major repairs become
necessary) is to decorate.
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Charge it
Establishing good credit key to economic success
-------By TERRY HALE
Reporter

Buy now, pay later.
Four simple words t.l.la.t ~um
up the American way ofhVlng.
"Good credit is the single
most important thing
someone can establish in adult
life " accordi ng to ·Steve
Hughes, a loan officer at First
National Bank in Mayfield.
"Maintaining a good credit
record iR very important,"
Hughes Raid , "because it
follows you through life."
Hughes, a 1980 graduate of
Murray.State, said to establish
a good credit rating you must
first establish some credil
Credit cards are a good way
to establish credit, although
many cards are difficult ~
obtain without some prior

credit history.
Hughes said people who
Hughes said the best way to consistently pay late or not at
establish credit is to borrow all are the ones who ruin their
money from a bank a nd pay it credit rating.
back when it is due.
After someone has damaged
"The typical first loan for their credit standing, it can
most students and young take years to re-establish it.
adults is for an automobile,"
"We've found that it usually
Hughes said.
takes about three good loans to
Almost all first loans require correct one bad one," Hughes
a co-signer, and in 98 percent said.
If someone has a bad credit
of the cases, the parent is the
co-signer , he said.
rating, the best way to correct
"After someone obtains a it ·is to attempt another loan,
loan,'' Hughes said, "it's very he said.
important to make the
"This is not always an easy
payments by the due date." ·
task," Hughes said, "because
Hughes added that many banks are apprehensive
establishing and maintaining io loan out money to someone
good credit is simply a matter they consider a bad risk."
of setting priorities.
Hu'ghes pointed out,
"A good rule of thumb is to however, that many banks
always under-obligate would approve a second loan if
yourself financially," Hughes· sufficient collateral and/ or a
said, '.!and by doing that you'll competent co-signer agreed to
usually come out all right."
the note.

Budgeting helps meet
us u a I eX eg!!!'Dr~o!M~!. ~i~n~(~)'!~ ~ou

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE
AGENCY

purchase an item or service on
economics, says the first step credit, find out exactly how
to take in budgeting your much you will be paying for
Highest
According to the 1980-81
money is to "make sure your theitem,andhowmuchforthe
Bel Air Center
Consumer Exp e nditure
Standards of
rent is no more than 25% of credit. Figure up the amount
Survey the average college
your take home pay."
before you sign the contract. If
Professional
Murray
graduate will make between
Her second suggestion is to a salesperson tells you the
Seruice
753-4751
$15,000·$19,999 a year when
set up some type of savings item will cost "a few dollars
he is first starting out.
plan either with an employer more per week," find out how
In one particular survey, the
or a bank. The savings plan many dollars more and how
average income before taxes
should include at least 10 many weeks.
was $17,259. After the average
pereentofthetak~homepay,
11.-..............~................................................~.
$2,172 in taxes were deducted
she said.
from the paycheck, the
Careful budgeting isn't
employees averaged clearing always enough to safeguard
$15,000 a year.
against money problems.
But the rest of that money Sometimes, consumers lose
isn't profit, it goes to many money through questionable
necessary , expenses. Food deals with· business men. The
accounted for an average of 16 Office of the Attorney General
percent of the net paycheck. Consumer Protection Division
Al co h o li c beverages, 3 in Frankfort offers these tips:
percent. Housing, including (1) With guarantees, the seller
utilities and rent, cost an i's legally bound by what a
average of 29 percent of the written contract says - not
remaining money.
what a salesperson tells you.
Six percent of the remainder Don' t accept oral guarantees.
is spent on clothing. Twenty Get everything in writing.
11
2
f o ur perc e nt , on Also get all estimates in
unday thru Friday
transportation. Three percent, writing. (2) Never sign a
on health care. Five percent, contract with blank spaces on
\II llu• plua . :<alad anc1
on ent ertainment. Eight it. Fill in all blanks with X's.
- pa~ hl'l t t vnu c·:u1 t-at
percent, on insurance and Never sign a statement which
fo'U t( U :\1.\'
pensions. And the additional6 states that work is actually
percent, on miscellaneous finished unless it is. And never
expenses.
sign a blank check on which
Meeting expenses requires the amount has not been
By JENNIFER SIMPSON
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Cram sessions
Su rvlv.ing finals takes more than pizza, caffeine
By JANET FREEMAN
Assistant News Editor

By now most college
students know how to manage
the 'basics' of surviving finals
week. You know the routinecompile a list of every pizza
pl~ ~e in town that delivers,
taKe a quick drive over to Wal·
Mart for a bottle of No-Doze,
say goodbye to your friends for
a few days, and bum your T.V.
guide.
•
Even though this list may
have covered all of the
'important' things to
remember when preparing for
finals, here are a few
additional steps to consider.
First, you may want to call
home to get some advice on
how to study from your little
brother or sister. After all,
"college students have a
tendency to use eighth grade
study methods," according to
Dr. Terry Barrett, professor of
psychology. "By that I mean
that college students tend to
memorize material and not
really concentrate on
understanding it," he said.
Next, and this is
important -leam to juggle.
Keep in mind that it's not too
late to try if you don't already
know how. "Students have to
leam to juggle their total load,
which may include their clau
assignments, jobs, friends,
boyfriend/ girl friend
relationships, preparations to
go home for the summer. along

with their tests. 'I'ime
management, right at the end,
could be really critical," said
Thomas Holcomb, profeuor of
guidance and counseling.
Third, fmd yourself some
'good spirits.' "I don't mean
the kind that comes in a
bottle,'' said Dr. Bill
Allbritten, director of the
Counseling and Testing
Center. "Try to think positive,
be prepared for a test, and then
relax. Feeling good about a
test before you take it could
mean the difference between
passing and failing it."
Say nice things when you
talk to youl'Self. "If you tell
yourself you are going to fail
an exam, you probably
will...you'll probably live up to
your expectations," Holcomb
said.
Holcomb also suggests that
a student view the task of
studying for finals in the same
way be would view trying to
eat an elephant. "When you
first think about all of the
material that you have to
study, it may seem
devastating .. .like someone
telling you that you are going
to have to eat an elephant. But,
if you take small bite&, or study
in small blocks of time and
take breaks, you can manage
to study for all of your exams
and feel sufficienty prepared
for them," he said.
One of the most important
things to remember for the
'final days' is to bide from your
friends. "The worst thing a

Some students stay here
for summer school study
When summer arrives, most
MSU students like to get as far
away from campus as they
can. But a few of them, either
because they have to or just
because they want to, stick
around for summer school.
According to Phil Bryan,
dean of admissions, "Murray
is not a big social gathering in
the summer and is really a
laid·back place to be. However,
many students like that
because it is conducive to good
studying."
Thorn Butler, a senior from
Salem, Ill., has attended
summer sessions for the past
two years. Butler said, "It's the
best time to go to school. There
are not many people to bother
you. You can play golf, go to
the beach, watch baseball
games and study. I really have
enjoyed my two summers here
in Murray."
Butler said that living in the
house with several of his
fraternity brothers was a fun
way to spend the summer.
"Living in the house was a
non-stop party," he said.
Butler said he felt he and his
fraternity brothers who spent
the summer in the Sigma Chi
houae were much c1oser after
the experience. "I think we are
cloeeat (to each other) because
of that summer," he said.
Summer school means work
for atudents, faculty and staff.
The housing staff expects 100
to 150 residents in Hart Hall
this summer; and Joe Dyer,
director of food services,
expects all food services
operations to he running as

usual with the possible
exception of the Hart Hall
Deli.
Many faculty members said
they would rather teach than
stay home during the summer
months. In fact, many
compete for the summer
openings. Dr. Farouk Umar, a
political science professor who
will be teaching this summer,
said, "Most teachers don't
have a choice with the
economic situation as it is.lf a
teacher wants to stay a little
ahead, then he must try to
teach in the summer."
Summer echool enrollment
hBB dropped slightly in the
past four years. In 1982,
approximately 2,360 students
were enrolled in summer
classes as compared to 2,290 in
1985. This summer a slight
drop is expected again.
Summer school students are
primarily
female
upperclassmen, according to
the demographics. In 1985, 60
percent of those attending
were female. Ten percent were
in college classes for the first
time. Graduate students
composed 32 percent of the
summer school attendance,
while they make up only 18 to
20 percent of the school's
enrollment in . the rest of the
academic year.
Kentuckians were
responsible for 82 percent of
the summer enrollment, while
only 76 percent of the
enrollment during the regular
school year are in-state
students.

DAVID STOVALL, • Mayfield aophomore, gets In some earty studylnt for final examlnatlorw.

enough that you could tell your
mother so that she
understands what you're
saying, then "you are
probably in pretty good
shape," he said.
If these suggestions have
been of little or no help to you,
you might consider treating
finals week the same as you
Finally, you might want to would the dreaded common
make another call home- this cold: get plenty of rest, eat
time to Mom. According to well, take a couple of
Barrett, if you understand the aspirin ...and pray fol' a quick
material for your test well· n)COVery.

N€>-Doze to stay awake to
study for exams actually fall
asleep while taking the test. If
you are in an altered state of
concious when you study, you
won't be able to recall the
material while trying to be in a
normal, reasonable state of
concious," Barrett said.

student can do is sit around
with their friends before a teat
and get totally confused. Each
student hBB a different idea of
what's going to be on a test.
Get away from other students
and concentrate on what you
think are important study
questions," Barrett said.
The next step will probably
be a difficult one - take the
bottle of No-Doze back to WeiMart and get a refund. "I've
seen students who have used
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